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Theme III: Loss of Control Leads to Compromised Independence 

-zero-step entries
-wide doorways
-light-weight entry/exit doors
-retro�ts to be more accessible, 
accomodating, & a�ordable
-at least 1 half �rst �oor bath
-adaptable buildings
-provide �exhouses (live/work)

-housing diversity/ apt. villas
-mixed-use neighborhoods
-4 or more dwelling units/ 
building (prototype)
-senior housing alternatives
-increase energy-e�ciency
-accessory dwelling units
-home-based work options

-avoid extensive front yard 
setbacks to promote social 
interaction
-increase energy-e�ciency of 
buildings
-proper solar ventilation/
solar orientation  

-heat-tolerant getaways
-tra�c calming 
-perimeter block development

-network connectivity
-introduce more “parklets” 
which will increase seating & 
pedestrian space in the right 
of way (ROW)
-legible road hierarchy
-reduce car reliance 

-increased seating (benches 
to be at a sitting height of 
18”-20”)
-alley as a civic location 
-network connectivity

-more street trees 
(windbreaks, carbon absorp-
tion & particulate cleansing)
-heat-tolerant getaways
-introduce more “parklets” to 
increase seating & pedestrian 
space in the right of way 
(ROW)

-open street initiatives 
(”Ciclovia”)
-planned wildlife corridors
-interconnected green-
spaces
-biodiverse street trees
-hardscape surfaces simple 
& pervious where possible

-lower height of informa-
tional & directional signage
-consistency of signage 
(height best at eye-level)
-access to local health center 
& public transport
-recreational access 

-zone communites for 
compact, mixed-use devel-
opment (ADU’s)
-develop regional statutory 
environment that encour-
ages increased mass transit
-accessible health/social 
service facilities

-lower height of informa-
tional & directional signage
-consistency of signage 
(height best at eye-level) & 
design
-multi-modal balance
-mixed-use centers

-adaptability of the area to 
small-scale work & retail 
facilities
-safe-cycle network
-limit sidewalk obstructions  

-outdoor view from indoors
-potential for home gardens
-realize urban brown�eld opps
-new in�ll/development
-landscape design to reduce 
wind speed, provide summer 
shade & allow winter sun
-xeriscape

-retro�ts to be more 
accessible, accomodating, 
and a�ordable
-avoid extensive front yard 
setbacks to place houses 
closer to the street and pro-
mote social interaction 

-retro�ts to be more 
accessible, accomodating, 
and a�ordable
-development principles 
consistent with social inclu-
sion 
-avoid �xed edges & barriers

-zero-step entries
-wide doorways
-light-weight entry/exit doors
-establish ”life-cycle” housing
-mixed-use neighborhoods
-senior housing alternatives
-diversity of housing type & 
tenure (social inclusion)

-outdoor view from indoors
-increased energy e�ciency of 
housing stock (i.e. solar panels)
-energy strategy policy in 
place for locating  homes to 
reduce heat loss & maximize 
solar gain
-wide variety of housing types

-network connectivity
-perimeter block development
-increased street lighting
-allow on-street parking  

-increased seating (benches 
to be at a sitting height of 
18”-20”)
-human-scaled environment
-network of wildlife & water 
corridors
-limit sidewalk obstructions

-local food production 
-interconnected  & acces-
sible open/greenspaces
-water demand reduction, 
grey water recycling, & 
sustainable drainage 
systems in renovation & new 
projects
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Theme II: Feeling of Safety/Security Affects Going Out

-solar bus shelters
-maintenance of large 
canopy street trees
-large print street signs
-non-re�ective hardscape
-non-glare tra�c signs vs. 
highly re�ective plastic signs 
-sidewalk/snow maintenance

-large print street signs
-non-re�ective hardscape
-non-glare tra�c signs vs. 
highly re�ective plastics
-sidewalk & snow 
maintenance
-street accessible shops 

-well-lit routes & highways 
-sidewalk & snow
 maintenance
-”smart transportation”

-solar bus shelters
-maintenance of large 
canopy street trees
-introduce edible sensory 
garden strips (usage of 
highly fragrant species)
-conserve natural habitats

-maintenance of street trees
-”home-patch” tra�c 
calming (5-10 mph)
-compact & walkable blocks

-maintenance of street trees
-edible sensory strip
 plantings
-protect regional biodiversity

-maintenance of street trees
-access and linkages
-”home-patch” identity
-perimeter block develop-
ment to safeguard the natu-
ral surveillance of the street

-maintenance of street trees
-perimeter block 
development
-consistency of appearance 
to encourage neighborhood 
diversity 

-increased street lighting
-additional sidewalk railings
-avoid specifying low branch-
ing street trees
-provision of shaded seating
-avoid shadow casting 
armature
-refuge medians

-detectable warning strips on 
curb ramps & curb extensions
-median crosswalks & wider 
sidewalks
-reduce MPH zone to (~) 30
-curb extensions, median 
crosswalks, & wider sidewalks 

-provision of shaded seating
-speci�cation of large, 
round/columnar, dense & 
coarse/�ne trees
-protect regional biodiversity 

-increased street lighting
-additional sidewalk railings 
-provision of shaded seating
-avoid shadow casting 
armature
-detectable warning strips on 
curb ramps/curb extensions
-refuge medians

-proper handrails 
-adequate lighting (automatic 
timers for residential exterior)
-speci�c housing needs 
addressed by housing 
authority
-lightweight entry/exit doors
-zero-step entries

-adjust grade to home entry
-lightweight entry/exit doors
-distinction between 
private/public access
-provision of balconies, roof 
gardens or patios
-front garage setback
-provision of urban lofts  

-mixed use retro�ts
-connectivity to street/other 
properties (alleys)
-external layout around homes 
provides appropriate level of 
surveillance & user control 
-relegate garages to back of 
property 
-retro�ts to be more 
accessible, accommodating, & 
a�ordable
-perimeter block develop-
ment to safeguard the natural 
surveillance of the street
-accessiblity of grounds 

-zero-step entries
-lightweight entry/exit doors
-community gardens
-mix of housing types (tenure, 
size & a�ordability) 
-windows on street (housing) 
creates built-in surveillance 
discouraging criminal acts

-mixed use retro�ts
-nearby property connections
-retro�ts to be more
 accessible, accommodating, & 
a�ordable
-layout of external spaces 
around homes provides 
appropriate level of surveil-

-design parking lots to maxi-
mize sidewalk activity
-protect on site natural 
resources
-protect regional biodiversity   

-provision of semi-private, 
green screened entry zones 
-protect on site natural 
resources
-preserve open space
-protect regional biodiversity 
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Theme I : Area for Physical Activity & Exercise Facilities is a Priority

-zero-step entries
-wide doorways
-light-weight entry/exit doors
-garden gateways
-frontages with mulitple doors 
& windows 

-proximity to parks
-walking paths
-home gardens
-village greens
-seating areas
-promote sociable semi-public 
building elements

-proximity to parks
-passages and paths
-walking paths
-seating areas
-multi-story buildings for 
stronger edged urban street 
transects 

-provision of even sidewalks; 
minimize sidewalk heaving
-curb bump-outs/medians
-spacious & well-de�ned 
biking lanes
-eliminate “right on red” turns
-safe routes to school  

-”play streets”
-streets as places
-bicycle networks
-road diets
-ample sidewalks
-natural corridors 
-multimodal balance
-connected thoroughfares

-“play streets”
-pocket parks
-mid-block commons
-small (walkable) blocks 
(1000-2000 feet in perimter)
-pedestrian passages

-provision of even sidewalks; 
minimize sidewalk heaving
-“play streets”
-”pavement to plaza”
-increase street tree plantings
-green infrastructure
-controlled expansion of 
urban highway corridors

-“play streets”
-pocket parks
-protect core of hedgerows
-allow access to local natural 
resources

-playgrounds
-”twin-track” model
-increase mode share
-link open space
-interdependence of 
adjacent neighborhoods
-identi�able neighborhoods

-community destinations 
(parks)
-playgrounds
-mixed-use neighborhoods
-mixed-use destinations
-informal greenspace

-plazas/squares/playgrounds
-mixed use neighborhoods
-locate utility equipment out 
of sight 
-community destinations
-”twin-track” model
-village greens
- “neigborhood as village”

-concentrate activities at 
nodal points; link spaces
-community destinations
-playgrounds, increase trails
-”twin-track” model
-mixed use neighborhoods
-make nature visible
-systems approach

-avoid sidewalk substitutes
-establish distinct networks 
of walkable streets
-even, traversable sidewalks
-limit curb radii to make 
pedestrian crossing easier
-safe routes to school 

-zero-step entries
-wide doorways
-light-weight entry/exit doors
-garden gateways
-hardscape path material 
wheelchair accessible
-frontages with mulitple doors 
and windows

-quality hardscape surface 
of sidewalks/paths
-safe routes to school 
-pavement widening
-compact & walkable 
blocks 

-mix of public spaces for 
walking, sitting and engaging
-range of di�culty in green 
spaces/common spaces

-mix of public spaces for 
walking, sitting & engaging
-pavement widening 

-multi-use interior rooms for 
the pursuit of diverse activities
-a�ordable homes to �t di�er-
ent lifestyles & stages 

-mix of public spaces for 
walking, sitting and engaging
-home gardens
-protect core of drainage 
network & habitat patches
-design parking lots to maxi-
mize sidewalk activity
-preserve open space 

-home gardens
-rain gardens
-protect core of drainage 
network & habitat patches

U niversal design 

M ulti-generational 
     planning 

S mart growth  

E cological design

Challenging the Cognitive and Physical Reserve of Aging Adults 
through the Development of a Central New York Aging Readiness Plan:

Margaret M. Lapp, Emanuel J. Carter, Jr., Faculty Advisor, Department of Landscape Architecture
The State University of New York, College of Environmental Science and Forestry 

Abstract: 
An unprecedented number of older adults, namely the Baby Boomer generation, are entering 
retirement.  The need for aging-ready communities is omnipresent.  Seniors’ desire to age in 
place supports this scale defiant exigency.  Barriers to aging in place are ubiquitous; urban, sub-
urban and rural communities demand solutions to threatening obstacles.  Absence of a com-
prehensive aging-readiness plan necessitates action.  The purpose of this study was to identify 
the barriers to aging in place in Central New York, and propose appropriate planning solu-
tions.  Focus groups were conducted to determine the barriers to aging in place.  Three main 
themes arose: area for physical activity and exercise facilities is a priority, feeling of safety/se-
curity affects going out, and loss of control leads to compromised independence.  Basis for in-
tervention involved the following community context breakdown: property/grounds, house/
building, street, block and neighborhood.  Each theme was addressed via multi-generational 
planning, smart growth, universal and ecological design principles. 

Gaps in Knowledge-Opportunities for Demonstration:
No single American Community has developed a comprehensive aging-readiness plan.  •	
Only 46% of American communities have begun to address the needs of the growing aging •	
population (The Maturing of America, 2006).
Aging in place can foster independence for aging individuals and may raise overall quality of •	
life but current barriers suppress this option for seniors.
Accessory dwelling units are a viable option for seniors who prefer to age in place, yet zoning •	
restrictions limit their presence.    

Problem Definition:
What are the barriers to aging in place and how can Central New York address them?•	
At which functional status threshold of the slippery slope of aging model should design professionals intervene?•	

Methods: 
Five focus groups were held in CNY to address the major barriers/facilitators of aging in place.•	
A snowball sampling method was used; group participants were aged 65 or older. •	

Results:
Top themes were identified and then data was organized into themes based on their frequency.•	
The top three facilitators and barriers to aging in place were used in formulating the design matrices below.•	
Smart growth principles, universal design techniques, multi-generational planning, and ecological design were •	
the areas of intervention for each theme identified.
Property/grounds, house/building, street, block, & neighborhood interventions were considered for each theme. •	
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Anatomic/Physiological 
Changes 

Clinical Consequences Community Design 
Accommodations 

!! sloughing/loss of myelin !! slowed nerve conduction  !! increase way-finding 

!! axonal loss  !! fewer muscle fibers 
!! loss of fine sensation  

!! built-in challenges (i.e.   
   path, grade change in parks) 

!! autonomic nervous system  
  dysfunction  

!! slower systemic function  
   with altered sensory input 

!! shorter blocks 

!! loss of sensory neurons !! reduced ability to discern  
   hot/cold, pain  

!! heat-tolerant “getaways” 
!! shaded seating options 
!! increased tree canopy  
   cover (specification &   
   maintenance of large  
   canopy street trees) 
!! increase drinking water  
   stations in public parks  

!! slowed response time 
  (speed of reaction) 

!! increased risk of falls  !! additional sidewalk railings 
!! increase public seating 
!! benches to be at a sitting  
   height of 18”-20” 

Major Age-related Changes in the Nervous System, 
Associated Clinical Consequences & 
Community Design Interventions:

Slippery Slope of Aging Model:

Theme I: Area for Physical Activity & Exercise Facilities is a Priority

Theme II: Feeling of Safety/Security Affects Going Out

Theme III: Loss of Control Leads to Compromised Independence
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granny flats = garage apartments = accessory dwelling unit = ADU = carriage houses = ancillary units = in-law apartments

the new URBAN COMMUNITY

1. unit must be under the same ownership as the principal building
2. typically at least one extra off-street parking space is required
3. in most projects, ADU’s are restricted to specific lots or housing types
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Accommodations to Enhance Functioning for Older Adults Experiencing Sensory Loss in the Community:
Sensory Change: Physiological Effects: Examples of 

Accommodations: 
Landscape/
Community 
Integration 

Accommodations: 

!! visual field  !! decrease in both 
peripheral & upper visual 
fields 

!! lower height for 
directional and 
informational signs  

!! lower height of 
informational & 
directional signage 

!! consistency of signage 
height (best at eye-level) 
& design 

!! specify non low-
branching street trees 

!! acuity  !! capacity of the eye to 
discriminate fine details of 
objects in the visual field 
usually declines with age; 
one consequence is 
decreased night vision  

!! visual aids (glasses, 
contact lenses); 
magnifiers; large-print 
books, devices and 
computer software 

!! larger print street signs 

!!“large print” lowercase 
letters should measure at 
least 1/8” to approx. 18-
point type  

Sensory Change: Physiological Effects: Examples of 
Accommodations: 

Landscape/Community 
Integration 

Accommodations: 

!!  illumination  !! aging eyes have difficulty 
adjusting from indoor light 
levels to bright sunlight 

!! seniors require as much 
as 2-4 times more light 
than their younger 
counterparts  

!! UV-absorbing lenses; 
increased task illumination; 
gooseneck lamps; 200-300-
watt light bulbs  

!! street tree maintenance  

!! solar radiation absorbing 
senior/bus (transp.) shelters 

!! avoid armature that cast 
shadows  

!! glare  !! over time, the opacity of 
the lens increases which 
causes glare sensitivity 

!! degenerative changes that 
take place in the cornea 
contribute to glare 

!! lamp shades, curtains, or 
blinds to soften light; cove 
lighting to conceal light 
source; non-glare wax on 
vinyl floors; carpeting; 
wallpaper or flat paints; 
avoid shiny materials such 
as glass or plastic furniture 
& metal fixtures  

!! tinted concrete to reduce 
glare (hardscape must be 
non-reflective) (costs 
approx. $2 more/sq. ft. than 
non-tinted) 

!! bus & other traffic signs 
should be covered with 
non-glare materials, instead 
of highly reflective plastics 
well-lit routes & divided 
highways  

Sensory Change: Physiological Effects: Examples of 
Accommodations: 

Landscape/Community 
Integration 

Accommodations: 

!! dark adaptation  !! in older adults, the ability 
of the eye to become more 
visually sensitive after 
remaining in darkness for a 
period of time, is delayed  

!! night-lights with red 
bulbs; pocket flashlights; 
automatic light timers, light 
switches at point of entry 
to a room  

!! red bulb usage in 
streetlights is advantageous 
to older adults as red light 
stimulates the cones but 
not the rods; red light 
allows older adults to 
function in the dark 

!! improvements in lighting 
at the point of entry are 
necessary 

!! automatic timers are 
useful for residential 
exterior lighting  

!! color  !! aging eyes can see highly 
saturated colors-red,  
orange, yellow-more easily 
than blue, purple or green  

!! bright, warm colors (reds, 
oranges, yellows); avoid 
pastels; avoid monotones  

!! edible sensory garden 
strip plantings to include 
masses of warm colors 
such as orange, red & 
yellow throughout 
neighborhood & minimize 
plantings of cool colors 
such as blues & violets  

Sensory Change: Physiological Effects: Examples of 
Accommodations: 

Landscape/Community 
Integration 

Accommodations: 

!! contrast  !! bright detail on dark 
backgrounds (white 
lettering/black background); 
warm colors to highlight 
handrails, steps; place mats 
or table coverings that 
contrast with plates, floor  

!! pairing of a lighter shade  
against a dark shade to 
facilitate contrast, or tone, 
in the environment 

!! use bright detail on dark 
backgrounds for signage 

!! designate warm colors as 
the indicators for visual 
targets such as handrails, 
steps, intersections and 
traffic signs  

!! depth perception  !! as a result of the inability 
to judge distances, older 
persons may have difficulty 
estimating the height of 
curbs & steps & may have 
difficulty with activities of 
daily living that require 
distance judgment 

!! avoid patterned floor 
surfaces, as they may create 
a hazard as they are 
perceived as one object or 
several objects 

!! provision of detectable 
warning strips on curb 
ramps and at transitions 
from sidewalks to street 
crossings Sensory Change: Physiological Effects: Examples of 

Accommodations: 
Landscape/Community 

Integration 
Accommodations: 

!! hearing !! changes that typically 
occur with aging & are 
detrimental to the older 
individual’s ability to 
function independently in 
the environment include 
high-tone hearing loss, 
decreased speech  
discrimination & difficulty in 
detecting & appropriately 
filtering background noise 

!! age-related sensorineural 
hearing loss is referred to 
as presbycusis  

!! hearing aids; pocket  
amplifiers; increasing bass & 
turning down treble on 
radios, televisions; smoke 
alarms, telephones, & 
doorbells with visual cues 
such as flashing lights; 
insulating acoustic materials 
to minimize background 
noise  

!! assess volume of street 
crossing automated-talking 
devices and adjust 
accordingly  

!! taste  !! color to increase 
perceived flavor intensity; 
use of spices, herbs, & 
flavorings to  enhance 
foods; feel for bulges in 
canned foods to detect 
spoilage; check date stored 
of frozen foods  

!! introduce edible sensory 
garden strips throughout 
neighborhoods  

Sensory Change: Physiological Effects: Examples of 
Accommodations: 

Landscape/Community 
Integration 

Accommodations: 

!! smell  !! adapt smoke detectors 
with loud buzzers; safety-
spring caps for gas jets on 
stoves; vent kitchens in 
institutions to allow 
residents to experience 
cooking aromas, & place 
flowers in living areas  

!! usage of highly fragrant 
species in garden strips 
such as lavender, thyme, 
etc.  

!! tactile sensitivity  !! introduce texture into 
the environment through 
wall hangings, carpet, 
textured upholstery; use 
soft blankets & textured 
clothing  

!! use crushed stone or 
natural wood chips to 
introduce texture in 
garden beds  

!! thermal sensitivity !! avoid temperature  
extremes from air 
conditioning, hot bath 
water, heating pads  

!! increase street tree 
plantings; specify trees 
with large canopies; 
provision of shaded 
seating options  
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Top Five Themes of Senior Focus Groups:
       Lancaster Avenue:     Nottingham:  Westcott Community Center:      Liverpool (House at 807):  Cazenovia: 

Exercise
Sense of
Control

Social
Support

Engagement
with Nature

Evidence that all of these can Reduce Stress and 
Restore System to State of Balance

Cognitive Reserve

Mobility Ability

Physical Reserve Physical Reserve

Improved Health Outcomes

Mobility Ability & Physical/Cognitve Reserve Theory:

The New Urban Community:

Top Themes of Senior Focus Groups:

Conclusion:
Aging is a natural process that each human being experiences and requires physical & cognitive adaptation within both the residential and •	
community setting. 
One characteristic that simultaneously unifies and differentiates our global population is the condition sarcopenia or the age-related loss of •	
muscle mass and strength (Guccione A. A., et al., 2012).   
As we age, a general decline in overall physiological ability occurs, which Schwartz refers to as “vigor”.•	
The Slippery Slope of Aging diagram is a foundation for the planning of successful comprehensive aging-ready communities and bypasses •	
regional idiosyncrasies.
Certain standards must be set to ensure for an optimal level of safety and security, which includes the provision of walkable communities.•	
This includes the usage of a “complete streets” approach.•	
Planning boards need to prioritize aging-readiness plans, as the number of seniors is expected to increase significantly in the next decade.•	

(Guccione A. A., et al., 2012)

(Ulrich, 1999)


